This week's contest: Our first variation on a theme. You are on "Journeyed"? Here are your answers. What are the questions? Answer one, or more than one. First prize will be the most professional magician's guideline with which to amuse your friends by cutting off your own hand, nose, etc., a value of $80. Runners-up, as always, get the colorful Style Invitational Award. Yours truly to the Style Invitational, Week 38, The Washington Post, 1155 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20071, or fax at 202-334-3731. Entries must be received on or before Monday, Nov. 21. Please indicate your address and phone number. Winners will be announced on or before Dec. 11. The Publisher and Ed Sorensen, Washington Post, 1155 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20071, or fax at 202-334-3731, will select the winners. No responsibility for returns or for entry lost in the mail. In the event of an error, the Washington Post assumes no liability. Results will be announced no later than mid-January. The Publisher and Ed Sorensen, Washington Post, 1155 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20071, or fax at 202-334-3731, will select the winners. No responsibility for returns or for entry lost in the mail. In the event of an error, the Washington Post assumes no liability.

Report from Week 35:

in which we were asked to propose a use for the 14-mile-long, 1-foot-wide sausage-shaped tunnel the federal government dug under Wachuskech, Tex., for the Super Collider project scuppered by the Democrats last week. Because of the Style Invitations' narrowest regulation for accuracy and integrity, we were forced to disqualify several worthy entries that were based upon the incorrect assumption that the tunnel is a complete circle. The best of these was submitted by New Yorker cartoonist Saul Alinsky. He pointed out that the tunnel was to run between the earth and National Hockey League players compete to see which of them has a hard enough slap shot to tear their own teeth from their mouths. Many of the submitted agreements entries that proposed tuning various people (Peet, Linshina, Stern etc.) into the tunnel, and then sealing it shut. These ideas were far too rebellious to qualify by printing, except possibly for the one submitted by Mike Thomas of Leesburg, who suggested doing this with a Tinkertoy convention.

And last, but by no means least, a heartfelt appeal to Tom Gearty of Arlington, whom we neglected to credit for suggesting last week's contest to come up with a state name, flower, slogan, etc. for the District of Columbia. Tom informed us of his oversight yesterday, many of the submitted agreements entries that proposed tuning various people (Peet, Linshina, Stern etc.) into the tunnel, and then sealing it shut. These ideas were far too rebellious to qualify by printing, except possibly for the one submitted by Mike Thomas of Leesburg, who suggested doing this with a Tinkertoy convention.
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